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The  Classical  Theories of the  Critical  Phenomena 

G. E. Uhlenbeck 

The Rockefeller University, New York, N.Y. 

1. When  the  organizers of this  conference  on 
critical  phenomena  asked  me  to  start  the  dis- 
cussions  with a review of the  classical  theories 
in order  to  provide  the  proper  historical  perspective, 
I had  hoped  that I would find the  time  to  do  this  in 
a  responsible way. However I soon  found  out 
that is  not  easy! The literature  is  large  and  very 
few (if any!)  good  historical  studies  have  been  made 
about the  development of thermodynamics  and 
statistical  mechanics  in  the  second  half of the  last 
century. I recommend it to  the  historian of science! 
There are many  themes  and  questions  which  seem 
to me  very  worth  while  to  study as for  instance  the 
penetration of the ideas of Gibbs  and  his  methods 
(especially his graphical  methods)  into the Dutch 
school of thermodynamics of van der  Waals.  Bakhuis 
Roozeboom,  Kamerlingh  Onnes.  and  others:  the 
relation of the  Strassbourg  school of Weiss  on  fer- 
romagnetism  with  the  ideas of van der  Waals:  the 
early controversies  about  the  critical region versus 
the  critical  point  which  is  now  again so much in the 
center of attention:  and so on!  Of  course  this  confirmed  the  idea 

I hope  that you will take  therefore  the  short  that  the  critical  point  was  a general 
historical  remarks I will present  with a grain of phenomena  and  that  there  were no 
salt, and  that you will consider  my  talk  more  as  a permanent”  gases.  Made  explicit 
kind of keynote  address! I will try t o  mention  some by the 
of the  names  and  some of the  notions  which you  will 1880 law of corresponding  states  (van  der 
hear  over  and  over  again,  and I will try  to  explain  Waals) 
why I think  the  recent  revival of the  study of the 
critical  phenomena is of such  deep  interest  for  the 
student of statistical  mechanics. 

“ 

2. Let  me  begin  with  some  names  and  dates. 
1869 Discovery of the  critical  tempera- 

ture of C 0 2  by  Andrews.  The  gen- 
eral  form of the  set of isotherms  for 
the  liquid-vapor  equilibrium  can  be 

found  already  in  Andrews’  paper 
plus  the  suggestion  that  this  was a 
general phenomenon. 

1873 Dissertation of J. D. van  der Waals 
on  the  continuity of the  gas  and 
liquid  state.  You  all  know  that  the 
miraculous  van  der Waals equation: 

together  with  the  Maxwell  equal  area 
rule  (added  by  Maxwell  in 1874 in a 
long  review of the work of van  der 
Waals)  explains  the  vapor-liquid 
equilibrium  and  the  existence of the 
critical  point: 

with F a universal  function.  The 
role  which  this  law  played  in  the 
liquefaction of gases  and  especially 
of Helium  (Kamerlingh  Onnes, 1908) 
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was spectacular  and I hope well 
known. 
The discovery o f  the  magnetic  transi- 
tion point came much later. So far 
as I know, it was only in: 

1890 Hopkinson  found  that iron above  a 
certain  temperature  ceased to be 
ferromagnetic.  Confirmed  and  thor- 
oughly investigated by Pierre  Curie 
in  a  classical  paper of 1895, and 
therefore now always  called  the 
Curie  temperature. 

1907 P. Weiss  introduced  the notion of the 
inner field and  explained  the  exist- 
ence of the  Curie  temperature Tc, 
and of the  spontaneous  magnetiza- 
tion for T <  Tc. The third  critical 
transition  phenomena is that of the 
order-disorder  transformation in bi- 
nary alloys or better  substitutional 
solid solutions. Suspected in  1919 
by Tammann, proved in 1925 by the 
x-ray work of Johanson  and  Linde, 
the  theoretical  explanation given in: 

1934 by Bragg  and  Williams, was clearly 
patterned  after  the  Weiss theory. 
One could  still  mention the  discov- 
ery of the  critical mixing tempera- 
ture of two fluid phases for a binary 
mixture.  Found by Alexejew around 
1800. Explanation by van der Waals 
and  a  series of coworkers 

1890-1905 (Kuenen,  Kohnstamm, van Laar, 
Korteweg) 1890-1905, by generaliz- 
ing the van der  Waals  equation for 
mixtures  and  applying for the  ther- 
modynamic  discussion  the  graphical 
methods of Gibbs. 

3.  Leaving  for a moment  this  sort of schoolbook 
history let me emphasize the great similarity o f  the 
three classic-a1 theories of van der  Waals,  Weiss, 
and Bragg-Williams  although the  derivations  are 
often quite  different. I t  is now clear  and generally 
accepted that they are all based on  the assumption 
that the  attractive  forces between the  molecules 
which produce the cooperative  effects  have  a very 
long range. As a result the type of singularity 
which the critical p o i n t  represents is in all the the- 
ories  exactly the  same. To put this in evidence it 
is good t o  direct  attention  (following M. Fisher) 
t o  the following three  theoretical  predictions: 
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a. At the  critical point the  specific heat makes a 

finite jump and then  decreases again. For a van der 
Waals  gas at the  critical  density,  one  gets: 

b, At the critical point the  coexistence  curve is 
parabolic For a van der  Waals  gas ( w i t h  reduced 
quantities): omega g omega l = 4( l - theta)½ For  a Weiss 
ferromagnet: 

For a Bragg-Williams alloy. properties b and c can 
be defined but  they  have less direct observational 
meaning. 

4. At this point one may well already  raise  the 
question, why the  classical  theories  represent so 
well, at  least  qualitatively,  the  observed  critical 
phenomena. Of course,  as long as little was known 
about the  intermolecular  forces,  one could  think 
that the  attractive  forces had a very long  range. 
In fact  van  der Waals  never doubted  that,  and  prob- 
ably Weiss  also  had  always  the long range  dipole- 
dipole forces in mind.  However the  later 
development showed  more  and  more  clearly  that 
the cooperative  forces  were not of a very long 
range, that  each atom was influenced by at best  a 
few shells of neighboring  atoms. Of course, i t  
took a long  time  before  this was realized. I t  re- 
quired the  elucidation, of the  nature of the van der 
Waals attractive  forces by London  and of the  Weiss 
inner field by Heisenberg which came in the  late 
twenties as a byproduct of the  quantum  mechanical 
revolution. 

Partially because of this  fact,  the  classical  the- 
ories became more and more discredited i n  the 
.thirties. This was also because i t  turned out that 
the  classical  theories  although  qualitatively  cor- 
rect could not be fixed u p  so as t o  give a  precise 
quantitative  description of the phenomena.  For 
the van der Waals  theory  this became accepted 
already around 1900, and  as  a result  Kamerlingh- 
Onnes started  then t o  represent  the  experimental 
data by series  expansions in  the density, the so -  
called virial expansion,  for which Ursell and Mayer 
then gave the  theoretical  analysis i n  the thirties. 
For the  Weiss  and  the Bragg-Williams theory the 
attempts for improvement  lasted  a bit longer, but 
also here  one soon began t o  turn more and more t o  
series  expansions. The reason is clear.  The 
terms in the  expansions  can be calculated  exactly 
(at least in  principle)  and  related t o  the  inter- 
molecular forces. And since  one began t o  learn 
more and more about these  forces,  this was of 
course of the  greatest  interest. However,  one lost 
the general point of view which the  classical  the- 
ories provided, and  perhaps  because of this  one 
also lost interest in these  theories.  They were 
considered t o  give “convenient  interpolation for- 
mula” or  “semiphenomenological  descriptions.” 
Remarkable for instance is the  fact  that in the  great 
international  congress in 1938 t o  celebrate van der 
Waals’ 100th birthday,  the van der Waals  equation 
was mentioned only once,  and all attention was 

centered o n  the so-called  rigorous  theories. I 

because one  has  become  dissillusioned  about  the 
series  expansions  since no general point of view 
emerges from them. 

5. The first  and  unfortunately till now 
1944  practically  the only step  forward beyond the 

classical  theories  was  made in the  famous 
paper by Onsager on the  two-dimensional 
Ising model. I will not say  much  about  it, 
because you  will hear  much  more  about it 
later. It has  dominated  the  subject for the 
last 20 years.  Let me remind you only that 
the  Ising model  (proposed by Ising in 1925) 
can  be  considered  as  a simplified  version of 
the  ferromagnetic,  and of the  order-disorder 
and  even of the vapor-liquid  problem  (through 
the  lattice gas). Each atom on a  lattice  site 
can  be in two states  (spin up or down) and 
the  interaction  is only between  neighboring 
pairs  and is ±J depending on whether  the 
spins  are  parallel or  antiparallel.  It is there- 
fore a model with short range  forces. The 
most  striking  result of Onsager was that  there 
is a  critical point and  that  the  specific  heat 
is logarithmically  infinite there in contrast to 
the  classical  result. 

6. So far I have only talked  about  the  criti- 
cal point and  its  properties for the  equation of 
state. A deeper  question is the  question 
what happens with the  correlation  function 
near  a  critical point. That  the  density fluc- 
tuations will get large  near the  critical point 
was pointed out by Smoluchowski. but that in 
addition the  correlation of the  density  fluc- 
tuation at different  points will become of 
very long  range  and  that  this is the  cause of 
the  critical  opalescence was first clearly 

1914 stated by Ornstein-Zernike in 1914, and  then 
worked out in  the Groningen dissertation of 

1916 Zernike of 1916. 
Angular  distribution of the  scattered  radi- 

ation is related  to  the  Fourier  transform of 
the correlation  function: 

think one is now coming  back  from these  theories 

Ornstein  and  Zernike give specifically  for 
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The Coexistence Curve of He 3* 

Robert H. Sherman 

Los Alamos Scientific  Laboratory, LOS Alamos, N. Mex. 

g ( k )  
I versus k 2  ( 0 - Z  plot)  should  be  a  straight 

line  whose  intercept  with  the  ordinate  axis 
must go to  zero if T +  T,  as ( T -  Tc). 

There  are  many  ways of justifying  the 0 - Z  
theory. I think  though  that  always  one  again 
has  to  assume  that  the  forces are of long 
range, so that it can  be  considered  a  natural 
generalization of the van der  Waals  theory. 

The  corresponding  theory  for  neutron 
scattering  near  the  Curie  point  is so recent 
that  it  does not belong in a  historical  survey! 

7. Outlook.  What  are  the  problems, and what 
can  one  hope from the  present revival of interest? 
As always in statistical  mechanics  one  must  dis- 
tinguish  the  equilibrium  from  the  nonequilibrium 
properties. 

A. I think it is wonderful  that so much new ex- 
perimental work is being  done.  For  a  long  time 
experiment  was too much  dominated by the  theory, 
and  except in a few places  (like in the  van  der  Waals 
laboratorium in Amsterdam)  experimental work on 
the  properties of matter  near  the  critical point  nearly 
ceased I am glad that it is different now. What 
can  one  hope to find? I hope  that it will turn  out 
that again  there is a deep analogy between  the 
various  critical  points,  that  there  are  similarities 
like in the  classical  theories. You  will hear  a l o t  
about  the new experimental  work, so I will only 
mention  a  few  points  which  seem t o  me  very sug- 
gestive. 

1. Near  the  critical point the  coexistence  curve 
seems  much  better  represented by the  empirical 

Guggenheim  law: omega g omega l = (1 - theta)1/3. Also the 

magnetization  curve  near Tc seems  to show  such  a 
cubic  behavior. 

2. For Argon and 0 2 ,  and now also  for  He, i t  
seems  that Cl, does not show a  jump  but  becomes 
logarithmically  infinite.  For T S Tc 
6 
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This  surprising  result by the  Russians, is also found 
for He"-HeI  transition  and I believe  also for  
some  ferromagnetic  transitions. You will hear 
more  about it tomorrow. 

If there is such  an  universal,  but  nonclassical 
behavior,  then  there  must  be  an  universal  explana- 
tion which means  that it should  be  largely  inde- 
pendent of the  nature of the  forces.  The only 
corner  where  this  can  come from is I think  the fact 
that  the  forces  are not long  range. The  Onsager 
solution  gives I think  a  strong  hint.  It may  well be 
so that  away from the  critical  points the classical 
theories give a good enough  description  but that 
they  fail  close  to  the  critical  point  where  the  sub- 
stance  remembers so to say  Onsager. I think  that 
to  show  something  like  this is the  central  theoretical 
problem. One  can  call i t  the  reconciliation o f  
Onsager with van der  Waals. 

With regard  to  the  correlation  function  and  the 
Ornstein-Zernike  theory I hope  that  the new ex- 
perimental work  will show  that  there is a critical 
region, where  already  deviations from the  classical 
van der  Waals-Ornstein-Zernike  theories begin to 
show  up. I think  there  are  indications  (as  the 
specific  heat  anomaly)  that  such  a  region  exists. 
Of course  there is also a  singularity  or  a  critical 
point. 

B. Finally a  remark  about  nonequilibrium  phe- 
nomena.  There  are very surprising  experimental 
results  found  about  various  transport  coefficients, 
which clearly  are worth pursuing. Till now there 
is no theory, not even  a van der  Waals  like  theory. 
The  development of the  proper  transport  theory with 
long  range  forces, van der  Waals-like  but  probably 
with one  more  constant,  seems to me  not impossi- 
ble  and  very  worth  while. 

In this  report we wish  to present  the  results of 
some recent P-V-T measurements on  He" in the 
critical  region. A significant  departure was found 
in the  shape of the  coexistence  curve  from  the 
behavior expected for classical  systems  such  as 
Xe and CO2. 

The P-V-T surface of liquid He3 was investi- 
gated  by Sherman  and  Edeskuty  [I] 1 between 1.0 
and 3.3 O K  and  for  pressures  from  the  vapor  pressure 
to solidification. The  measurements  reported by 
these  authors  lacked  detail in the region  from 3.0 
to  3.324 O K ,  the  critical  point, [2] and for pressures 
less  than - 3 atm.  In  addition,  there  were  no 
measurements  reported on the fluid for T > Tc. 

Recently 23 isochores of He3  were  measured with 
densities  ranging  from 0.015 to 0.066 g/cm3  using 
the  apparatus of reference  [l] with only  slight  modi- 
fication.  Along each  isochore  data  were  taken with 
temperature  decreasing from 4 O K ,  a final observa- , 

tion being  made  along  the  liquid-vapor  equilibrium 
curve  (vapor  pressure).  Temperatures  were  re- 
duced  to  the 1958 He4  Scale of Temperatures [3 ] .  
Pressures  were  measured  with  a  fused  quartz 
bourdon tube gage  having  an  accuracy of 0.05 mm 
Hg. While  the  cell  has a vertical  dimension of 
-4.6 cm,  measurements  were not made very close 
to the  critical point and  as  a  result,  density  gra- 
dients  within  the  cell  were  not of any  significance. 

P-V-T data  taken by the  isochoric  method  have 
the  advantage of yielding P-T relations  which  are 
almost linear.  Thus  each  isochore  was  extrapolated 
to the  vapor  pressure [4] to provide  a p-T point  on 
the  coexistence  curve.  Values of pl and rho g were 
read  from  a  smooth p-T graph  and rho l - rho g was 
plotted as  a  function of T c  - T using  logarithmic 
coordinates as shown in figure 1. It  is  easily  seen 
that  the  critical point exponent beta [5, 61 in the 
relationship 

rho l - rho g (Tc-T)beta 

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
' Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of each paper. 




